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          Quality products

          

          Thanks to a broad network of suppliers, we can draw on a wide selection of high-quality products and thus always provide our customers with the right equipment.
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          Individual service

          

          Minroc means service - an essential part of our philosophy. We offer you solutions that are precisely tailored to your specific situation.  And if the situation does not go as planned, we are there to support you.
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          Expertise & experience

          

          In our more than 30 years of experience in the field of explosive, anchor and overburden drilling, we have already seen a lot. You have a special problem? Surely we already have a suitable solution ready.
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                  In Zukunft posten wir auf unserem YouTube Kanal nicht nur Reels und Videos von neuen Produkten & Projekten sondern auch Schulungsvideos für unsere Kunden. 

Wenn Sie Fragen, Anregungen oder Sie ein bestimmter Bereich des Bergbaus interessiert lassen Sie es uns gerne wissen. 
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          MINROC MT GmbH
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             +49 (0) 6078 - 78247 - 0

            +49 (0) 6078 - 78247 - 29
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        For 30 years, MINROC Bohrausrüstungen GmbH headquartered in
    Groß-Umstadt right in the heart of Germany has been your competent partner providing you with
    high-quality equipment for blasthole, anchor and overburden drilling. Thanks to the quality of
    our products and our expert advice on all kinds of drilling issues, we have been offering
    optimum service to our customers for more than 30 years.
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